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President’s
Report
Hi folks
Ah the warm weather at last. I usually don’t mind winter
but this last one was brutal. Was it me or has it rained
almost every weekend this winter? Definitely not great
riding for the last couple of months.
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So with the warm weather comes long days and good
riding, which brings me to my usual subject “Have you
checked your bike over yet?” Please give your machine a
once over before you get back in the saddle - tyres,
wheel bearings, chain adjustments, check the charging
system, pull the battery and have a look at the levels i.e.
all of the usual stuff. I know I harp on about it but we
still have the occasional breakdown due to silly little
maintenance items so give the old girl some love.
We have had a couple of great outings over the last
couple of weeks. The Indian dealership official opening
was lots of fun, lots of people, lots of bikes (both old and
new) and unfortunately lots of rain. A bunch of us
stayed for the after party which was great. Loved it.
Kevin had a run the day after. I didn’t make it (girl
guiding again), but I’m sure the guys had a good timewell possibly with the exception of Glen.
Up and coming events? Well the AGM is soon, which
means voting in new committee members (or old ones)
and having a say on club matters. I urge everyone to
come along and participate, catch up all of the other
members and get involved.
We also have bike inspections coming up soon so we will
keep you posted on a date.
That’s about it from me. Have a good month and go out
and get some bugs in your teeth.

Keep the shiny side up.

Rod Lewis 2009, Jeremy Bromley 2010, Ivor Wigley,
2011, Geo Wood 2011, Wayne Elezovich 2012,
Glen McAdam 2014, Norm Lewis 2015.

Membership Fees

Wayne
EAMC Patron, President
DAM and member #2

elezresources@bigpond.com

These are due by 31 December. $35.00 per annum.
Nomination Fee of $20.00. Cheques made payable
to Early American Motorcycle Club. Preferred
method is electronic direct deposit to:-

Commonwealth bank
Account: 1021 0659

BSB: 066 100

Our postal address is.

PO Box 184, Tuart Hill, WA 6939
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Committee
Meeting
Minutes
Committee Meeting Minutes:
Meeting held on 11 October
Venue: Rob’s place.
Meeting opened: 7.10
Attendees: Rob, Chris, Mike, Glen, Lyndon, Greg, Barry,
Tim, Rex.

The club will investigate having a batch of business
cards printed.
 A survey will be emailed to members to indicate voting
preference for Committee members. The Model Rules
will be voted upon at the AGM.
Membership fees are due before the end of the year.
$35.
Please note: all club members are invited to attend
Committee meetings.
Meeting closed at 8.00pm
Next meeting: AGM Sunday 13 November Mean
Machines Rudloc Road, Morley. 10.00am.

Apologies: Jeremy, Brian ,JJ, Wayne, Jim.

Minutes of previous meeting: Minutes of May meeting
read.
Moved Greg, Seconded Mike. Passed.
Business arising from the minutes.
Glen Kilpatrick has paid his fees.
Correspondence In: Nil
Correspondence out:
Flatchat posted to Neville and Ivor.
Business arising from the correspondence: Nil
Treasurer’s Report: Nil
Business arising from the Treasurer’s report: Nil
Safety Officer’s Report: See elsewhere in this issue.
Ride Coordinator’s Report: General discussion about:
 Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride. A perfect day for
riding. Very well organized. Very well attended.
Interesting route around river to Mosman Park. Very
good venue in the Fremantle Sailing Club.
 The new Indian dealership opening day was a huge
success. Ambassadors were Shane Jacobsen and Ian
Moss. Mike did a superb job in communication with
the dealership personnel as well as coordinating a
display with Murray Morell and Indian Club members.
Special thanks go to Graham Hammond for putting his
bikes on display.
 Kevin’s breakfast ride was curtailed abruptly with
Glen’s bike stopping when he pulled into the service
station at Karragullen. Many thanks are extended to
Mike for rescuing Glen and trailering his bike home.
 There will be a ride prior to the AGM. Details TBA.
 Wayne is planning the ride down south. Please advise
him if you intend going.
Check the club’s Facebook page for videos and updates
of events club members have attended.
https://www.facebook.com/EarlyAmericanMotorcycleCl
ub and also The Bike Shed Times
www.bikeshedtimes.com
General Business
 JJ made the suggestion that the ride captain’s phone
number be provided for each ride.
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The committee discussed some future events.
AGM. 13 November. There will be a short ride
beforehand. Details TBA.
November ride Down South.
To coincide with the Albany Hill Climb event. Depart
Wednesday 2 November and return Tuesday 8
November. Suggest trailering bikes to Nannup and use
Nannup as a base for a few days. Then trailer bikes
down and use Albany rifle club as a base for trips out of
Albany prior to the Hill Climb event. Modern bikes are
welcome too. You can enter the Hill Climb on the
Sunday 6 Nov. or just participate in the Poker Run on the
Saturday 5 Nov. If you wish to partake of the evening
meal at the rifle club then you must submit the entry
form so a meal ticket can be issued. You do not need to
enter the actual event.
Expressions of interest are called for as accommodation
will need to be booked asap. Please contact Wayne asap
if you will be going. We would like as many members as
possible to attend this event as it has proven to be great
fun.
Albany Hill climb. Information sheet
http://avcmc.iinet.net.au/201608/information_sheet_2
016.pdf
Entry form
http://avcmc.iinet.net.au/201608/hillclimb_entry_form
_2016.pdf
Check the club’s Facebook page for videos and updates
of events club members have attended.
https://www.facebook.com/EarlyAmericanMotorcycleCl
ub and also The Bike Shed Times
www.bikeshedtimes.com
13 November AGM - Mean Machines 13 Rudloc Street
Morley 10 am with ride beforehand.
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Ride
Calendar

Spadille café in Leederville opened early that Sunday as
it was avenue for participants to gather before departing
for the rallying point at the Quarry Amphitheatre in City
beach. There were over five hundred riders present for
the briefing. Safety is a priority so riders departed in
groups. The police and other designated officials held up
traffic for us as well as being corner markers.

2 to 8 November. Southern Ride. Based in Albany and
Nannup. Rides out from there incorporating the Albany
Hill climb. Contact Wayne please.
13 November – AGM at Mean Machines 13 Rudloc
Street Morley 10.am. Ride beforehand. TBA
Other Events (optional)
Any further information will be noted in the ride
calendar as events get closer. Check our Facebook page
also.
https://www.facebook.com/EarlyAmericanMotorcycleCl
ub

The route took us down through Swanbourne, over
Stirling Highway, along the beautiful Swan River
foreshore at Mosman Park to a park overlooking the
river where the old CSR factory was once situated.
Lovely homes and golf courses. It was nice and warm in
the sun as we stretched our legs and inspected some
bikes.

Safety
Report
Click on the following to see a very comprehensive
website
http://www.msgroup.org/default.aspx

Distinguished
Gentleman’s Ride

This event is a Perth café racers initiative and has
become an international event raising money for
prostate cancer research.
Our club has participated for several years. It is usually
the first ride of warmer Spring weather- usually I say.
The forecast was for quite inclement weather but as
several members had pledged to raise funds there was
an expectation that they would ride.

We regrouped after a lengthy break and rode down the
highway catching views of the dead flat Indian Ocean as
there was no breeze. Traffic again was disrupted along
the Café Strip in Fremantle as we snaked our way to the
Fremantle sailing Club which was our destination. There
is quite an expanse of lawn there and it accommodated
all the bikes. We were met at the club by JJ and Chrissy.

There was a D.J. who played really good funky music,
eatery stalls, drink stalls and even free beard trimming!
The M.C. awarded a variety of prizes including highest
fund raiser, best moustache, best dressed woman, best
dressed man, best dressed family, oldest bike and rider
combination. Over $100000had been pledged. Thanks
go to all who participated.
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A few phone calls and discussion with our members and
Murray from the Indian Motorcycle Club of WA and we
had the makings of an Indian Motorcycle
timeline/showcase of bikes. A timeline of bikes from
teens to the end of production was put together.
Polaris/Indian marketing was happy and along the way
we provided some local Indian history as well as other
information about motorcycling in Western Australia.

Click on the links below:
https://1drv.ms/f/s!AhOlUOmZoX2gogf8_0pDETUSlZh2A
http://www.bikeshedtimes.com/distinguishedgentlemans-ride-2016-perth-style/

The big day arrived and so unfortunately did the
weather with rain and plenty of it. Any ideas of riding
bikes on the day quickly turned to trailering them down.
A couple of brave souls from the Indian Motorcycle Club
rode in all rugged up.

Opening of the
Indian Dealership
Perth 8th October.

The grand opening celebrations consisted of two parts.
Part one was an open day for the public where you
could come along to check out the bikes, look around
the store and listen to the music, watch the fashion
shows and enjoy the celebrations. Part two was an
evening VIP function. Also one lucky person had a one in
four chance of winning an Indian Scout. People had to
enter their details into an iPad or be ably assisted by one
of the bevy of Indian Girls wandering around.

What can I say about this event: what a day, what a
night what a fantastic show the team at Indian - Victory
put on to celebrate the opening of their new flagship
store. It is reportedly the largest Indian-Victory
dealership in the southern hemisphere.
Going back a couple of weeks to the 3rd annual Indian
anniversary ride which started from the then unopened
dealership which was a shell of a building, we met Aaron
the Dealer Principal and Mike the Service Manager.
Aaron and Mike were impressed with the vintage
Indians that we had there that day and we offered to
bring them along for the opening of the store in near
future.
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The old bikes were prominently on display just outside
the main doors of the shop and the 2000 visitors that
came through the doors during the course of the day all
came to look at the heritage of this new Indian
Motorcycle Company. Pride of the place inside the
dealership were Graeme Hammond’s three 1918 Power
Plus motorcycles. The bikes formed the focal point of
the history wall and looked absolutely magnificent. It
may be a challenge to get them all out of the dealership
again.

At around the 1:00pm the dealership had to end the
celebrations and close the doors due to WA Trading
Laws. Shane Jacobsen was a very able master of
ceremonies. He hosted the fashion shows as well as
presenting Indian-Victory jackets to four lucky entrants
to a competition to win a new Scout.

The second part of the day started at 5:30 with the VIP
Grand Opening Celebration, and what a party it was
with motorcycles, music and all the things that make a
party memorable. Shane Jacobson continued the MC
duties from earlier in the day. Then it was time for Ian
Moss to come out and wow everyone with an amazing
acoustic session.

Ian finished his first set and there was a speech by the
managing director of Polaris Australia, Peter Harvey who
paid respect and thanks to the Vintage guys that came
out to support the dealership and special thanks to
Graeme Hammond for the three beautiful motorcycles
down on show near the history wall. Speeches ended,
more food and drink was served, then Mossy came back
and rocked the house leaving no doubt as to where the
talent in Cold Chisel came from, Jimmy Barnes may be
the lead singer but Mossy brought all the rock and roll.

The four winners were also given a key to see if it would
start the Indian Scout. Someone was going to take it
home and Mark Smith (Rex’s brother-in-law) was the
luckiest as his key started the bike. Pure joy and emotion
poured out of him.
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To all members of the Early American Motorcycle Club
that supported the event and provided bikes on the day,
I personally say a massive thanks to you all for making
the coordinating of this event smooth and easy.
See photos below by Mike. Click on the link then click
on the first photo to make it full screen.

Click: Indian Opening 2016
Also some photos taken by Glen.
https://1drv.ms/f/s!AhOlU-OmZoX2gohBg7796y4ZzZ6_A
Ride Safely
Toljy

Kevin’s Breakfast
Ride to
Dwellingup.

I sincerely doubt that anyone who attended would say
anything other than it was a fantastic event. It is
probably the biggest bike event the west will see for
quite a while. Many Many thanks to the team at Polaris
– Indian/Victory for making room for our old bikes and
allowing us to be a big part of their celebrations. Aaron
and Mike, I am sure that those that attended will be
regular visitors to the store and you never know you
may get some of us on a new Indian.

Well the planning was all there as were some riders but
we didn’t get to Dwellingup thanks to Glen’s U model
Harley deciding to stop as he pulled into the service
station at Karragullen. The battery was flat. “It was
alright last night and this morning” he bleated. Yeah
right. Hmm

Big thanks to Murray and the members from the Indian
Motorcycle Club of WA for assisting with and taking part
in the display of old bikes. We need to do more events
like this together.
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The gearbox and primary where already done and ready
for bolt up so when my last few engine parts arrived it
was time to get started.
Below is a shot of the engine at strip down and yes it
was rusty (like everything else), so the first task was strip
and clean everything and then blast all of the parts I was
going to reuse.

Anyway it was the day after the big Indian dealership
opening and there were some sore heads at the Caltex
service station, Midvale. Mike was there to see us off.
The weather looked decidedly iffy as it absolutely
bucketed down the day before so thanks go to
Matthew, Chris, Glen, Mike and Kevin for turning up.

The old girl had failed a piston (smashed) so there was
some machining to do to clean it up and the rear baffles
where broken so I took a trip to my mate Bob’s and we
skimmed the parting faces to make them true and
cleaned up the barrel spigot holes (see below). Apart
from the baffles the cases tidied up quite well with
minimal metal removal. Lovely.
I spent a full day blasting all of the big bits and assessing
reusability, and surprisingly apart from the pins most of
the parts were ok.
The ride through the hills around Mundaring dam,
through the Bickley valley was really pleasant. As Spring
had arrived the orchards were a mass of colour with
fruit trees in bloom. Everything was green and lush and
the air smelled fresh. The rain held off and it looked
great for a morning’s ride to Dwellingup where it was
planned that we have breakfast. Not to be as I said. Oh
well. We had coffee and a burger at the service station
as Glen tinkered to no avail. Glen picked up a message
from JJ which said that he had missed the start time.
Mike had said that he was using his trailer that morning
and if there was a breakdown then to phone him. This
was done and soon Glen and bike were on their way
back to his place. The others rode back home too. Oh
well we can but try again on another day.

Kellerberrin
Swamp
Monster Pt 3

The main bearing housings took some removing (rusty),
and I didn’t want to damage the cases getting them out
so I used an old mechanic trick and ran a couple of
beads of weld around the inside of the bearings. This
little trick shrinks the bearing and once they cool down
they just fall out. And yes it worked, so that left me with
an undamaged standard size hole on both sides. A bit
more time in the bead blaster to get everything decorroded and then an hour washing away any stray glass
bead and I was good to go with assembly.
First I heated the cases one at a time (just above 100 C)
and pushed in my new bearing housings (perfect). I had
to put these aside to cool for a while so I honed the rods
(new old stock 741) and sized these up to the new crank
pin. This honing process assures that the bearing bores
are perfectly parallel and round, with the added bonus
that you can also make the bearings a perfect fit on the
shaft. This process takes a while because after every
hone you have to clean the rods and then check the fit
on the crank pin and rollers. I started with .249 rollers so
I didn’t have to take much out of the races and
thankfully the bores cleaned up and the pin fitted with
just a little clearance.

Hi folks
So by now you guys have worked out that my 1923
Scout wasn’t pretty in any way shape or form. Pretty
much everything that was there was ugly, bent or
broken. And well the engine was no orphan in that
department. I covered the barrel repairs a while back
and they are off getting bored as this goes to paper but I
still had to build the bottom end, so that was next.
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Then it was on to the cases. These also need to be
honed. After the housings (outer bearing races) are
fitted to the cases they can distort slightly and the
alignment from one case half to the other may not be
perfect, so some years back I laid out vast sums of cash
for a spigoted Sunnen hone just for these jobs. How it
works is you bolt the cases together and hone through
both until the bearing bores are perfectly in line, then
size the new shafts to the housings with a variety of
sized rollers (you can get .285 to .254 rollers and any
half size in between (.0005)), the case bearing housings
cleaned up to .2495 with perfect clearance both sides.

The oil pump drive bush was a bit too loose so I made a
new one for that but the rest will go again. I then rebuilt
the oil pump and fitted that, shimmed the magneto to
get perfect gear clearance and then timed it to the
engine and voila, the bottom end was done.
I fitted the gearbox to the back of the engine and
dropped the whole thing back in the bike (see below).

I just need my mate Dean to finish boring my barrels and
its getting close to start up time. Exciting huh.

Next step was to assemble the new drive, pinion and
crank pins into the flywheels then adjust the rod
clearance with shims (side to side movement). This is
always a bit scary on these old engines because they run
cast iron flywheels that are very fragile. If you get too
heavy handed torqueing those up they will split and
then you have to try to track down another set. This all
went very well. I had to make a couple of new thrust
washers but the whole assembly went together
perfectly. After that I trued them up. This is a tricky
process. The idea is to have no runout (movement) from
one end of the pinion shaft to the end of the drive shaft
(yep through the whole assembly). If the flywheels are
not perfectly in line or the pin holes are worn then you
have to tap (with a soft hammer) them until it’s all
perfect. After about two hours of tinkering I had a
runout of .0001 (yes that’s 1 thousands of an inch),
which is ok. I usually go for 0.000 but for old cast iron
wheels that’s pretty good.
Then balancing. Any time you fit new pistons, especially
when going from cast iron pistons to aluminium you
have to rebalance the whole rotating flywheel assembly.
This takes time and the better you get it the less
vibration you will have when it’s running. After an hour
this too was perfect.
Then I had to fit the whole assembly into the cases with
the rods dead centre with about .010 clearances side to
side, which it did. Again I had to make a custom thrust
washer but it too came up perfectly. Next step was to fit
the drive sprocket. This has to have about .005 to .010
clearances as well so that meant another custom
hardened thrust washer.
Cool. The whole assembly rotated as smooth as a gravy
sandwich, with no tight spots or unusual noises. On to
the cam case. Every component in an engine has specific
clearances to allow room for oil to get around and the
cams and followers are no exception. If the cams are too
loose in the case (with the cam cover fitted) then you
have to make new bushes to fix it. This engine was ok, a
bit on the loose side but within tolerance.
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You may have noticed the magneto. No it’s not a Dixi,
it’s an Edison Areo which is very rare and correct for the
bike. It was also a pain in the bum to rebuild, because of
the rarity and lack of parts anywhere. I had to make lots
of interesting little parts to get it working.
So there you go folks. If you’ve ever wondered why
engine rebuilds take so long and are so expensive it’s
because it takes ages and we need expensive tools to do
it and also lots and lots of patients.
So now she is up on legs, the main engine parts are fixed
(or in process), the gearbox is sorted, so it was time to
have a crack at the tank.
In a word the tank was nasty. Sometime in the long
distant past some dirt had got into the tank (bloody
kids). Lots of dirt. The fuel and the oil sections had about
a shovel full between them, add water (rain maybe) and
we have rust. At first inspection it didn’t look all that
bad, no huge holes, all the fittings were knackered but
otherwise it looked pretty good for 95 years old. I toyed
with the idea of repairing it from the outside for a while
but then the fittings needed replacing and that dirt was
going to be painful so I bit the bullet and split it. I then
ran the solder out of the oil tank section and pulled it
apart as well (in for a penny in for a pound).
Next step was to clean it all up and repair the damage
and a couple of small holes. Well that went to shit in a
hurry. I cleaned out the dirt then wire brushed the
chunks out, which went well - then I bead blasted the
pin holes which then turned into massive voids. Bugger.
So it was nasty. I kept blasting until the inside was bare
metal. As you can see in the pic below there were
serious holes everywhere, but on the upside I had saved
the patina on the outside.
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Awakening
another
Monster.

One of my good mates (thanks Graham) suggested a
butane torch, bakers flux and lots of stick solder. I had
never tried butane before but it was worth a shot. A
quick trip to the hardware for a torch and some spare
butane and I got into it. Well after a bit of practice it was
flowing beautifully. With some of the bigger holes I had
to use brass mesh to hold the solder together but as you
can see below it came up a treat.
Click on the link below to see this amazing machine in
action.
http://theoldmotor.com/?p=160617

Oil Filters
Versus
No Oil Filters.
The oil tank

Once the huge holes where sorted, I made new fittings
(fuel and oil) and installed, then tested the oil tank for
leaks and soldered it back together. Sounds simple but
in fact it took about three days all up, so no don’t ask me
to do one for you.

It feels like as long as I’ve been riding vintage bikes there
has been debate about the merits of oil filters versus no
oil filters. I’ve heard both arguments, Indian, Harley,
BSA, Vespa never fitted filters when the bikes were built
so they don’t need them then or now. One old moron
actually told me that fitting a filter to my Indian would
“blow up” my engine. What a nob. Did this halfwit think
oil filters are made from dynamite? I’ll talk about this
old fool a little later because he never ceases to amuse
me with the crap that dribbles out of his mouth.
I’m one of the folks in the definitely run an oil filter
group, having spent much of my career conducting
failure analysis on failed machinery components and
particularly large engines. I’ve seen first-hand the effects
of contaminants (both internally generated and
introduced) on internal engine components and the
adverse effect this has on longevity.
So why is an oil filter necessary? All engines produce
wear metals, small pieces of piston ring or bore liner
from the run in process, which is normal. At other times
like when an engine is first started and cold and the oil
film is marginal, or a badly tuned engine will accelerate
engine wear by introducing excess soot (carbon). So in
short, dirty oil will cause abrasive wear which will in turn
significantly reduce the life of our engines.
Now you’re probably thinking this doesn’t affect me as
my oil is clean and straight from the plastic bottle. Well
you can introduce dirt simply by using a dirty funnel or
cleaning your funnel with a dirty rag. Now you might
think a small amount of dirt won’t make much
difference - the oil filter will sort it out, right? Well you
would be wrong.
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One of the major equipment manufacturers conducted a
study on the effects of abrasives (dirt) in oil and
concluded that half of a level tea spoon (about the size
of an aspirin) of dirt in 200 litres of oil will reduce the life
span of a component by 70%, so in comparison that bit
of dirt in your funnel or a dirty rag is about the same.
Scary ain’t it.
In addition to wear metals our engines also produce
soot, sludge, gums, lacquers and condensates that need
to be removed. The oil will keep some of the fine debris
in suspension while it’s circulating but it needs to be
removed as soon as possible. So the oil and filter have a
lot to do just keeping all of these foreign elements in
check. On top of that the oil also needs to lubricate and
cool all of the internal components.
Need more convincing? How about an extended EAMC
engine longevity study. We have a couple of stroker
scouts in the club (oil filter equipped) that have in excess
of 15000 miles on the engines- with no oil leaks and still
performing strong. One of my original Chiefs (with a
filter) (sold but still in the club) has (and this is a
conservative estimate because it ran for about 5 years
with no speedo) in excess of 30 000 miles on the dial.
Again, no leaks and performing as new.

Early American Motorcycle Club
My long haul bike - the 44 chief (old blue) also has
about 10000 miles on the dial - again running like new.
So what about the statement “an oil filter will blowup
my engine”. Well it’s total crap. All motorcycle oil filters
are fitted to the return side of the pump. This is so they
cannot restrict oil flow to the engine – ever. The only
possibility is that a blocked filter may cause a wet sump.
Again this is highly unlikely as most quality filters are
fitted with a bypass valve set to 3 psi that will allow oil
to go around the filter if it becomes blocked. Wet
sumping can be a problem for us as well but this is only
caused by a poorly built pump. Too much clearance in
the return gears will allow by-pass of oil and the pump
may not “pick up”. So if you have to bleed or suck the
return oil up to get the pump to work then take the bike
to someone who knows how to rebuild a pump
properly. Then you can fit a quality filter.
Aesthetics? Don’t want a visible filter? I know most of
the Indian dealers sell in the tank filters. They are not
perfect or what I would call the ultimate filter but they
are better than nothing.
There are several aftermarket filter units on the market.
So if you are in the market then pick one that uses a
quality filter with a bypass. I use genuine Harley filters
when I can because they are quality, a manufacturer will
not sell a crap filter because it will affect the life of the
machines, so genuine is always a safe bet. The genuine
filters have a 3psi bypass valve, they always fit, they
don’t leak, they are about $12 and I can buy black or
chrome depending on my mood at the time.
Another bonus of filters is we can cut them open and
inspect for unusual debris or condensates and the colour
of the paper will tell us if the bike is running ok, i.e. very
black and sludgy will indicate running rich which will
produce excess carbon.
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So, no drawbacks at all. The only drama is finding a
quality bolt on unit that takes a quality filter.
Of course this is only my humble opinion based on 30
years of engine building and failure analysis, in which
case you should keep an open mind. Maybe the old fart
is right - it might blow up your engine.
Wayne - DAM

Q&A #45
WLA
Gearbox Oil
and Spokes
Hello folks
This is the Q&A section with ramblings from our resident
dumb arse mechanic. All answers given are an
uneducated opinion by a semi-literate wog and should
be taken on board at your discretion.
Q: Wog, what’s a good gearbox oil to run in my WLA?
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A: Um, there are lots of different thoughts on this.
Originally it would have been a 50, which is a good call.
It’s light enough to not “drag” and heavy enough to
“stick” to the gears well. I have run an 80 in my Pan but I
found it a bit thick. There are some very good gear oils
around so do some research and see what you can find
in the 50 to 60 weight range which would be my
preference and avoid full synthetics. Many of them
don’t work well with plain bearings (bushes).
Q: I have to freshen up my bike soon and I’m thinking of
painting and respoking the wheels. I’ve been told a
couple of times that stainless spokes are too brittle and
will break if I use them in a Harley. Should I go chrome
or cad plated instead?
A: The line about stainless spokes breaking is crap.
Usually breakage is caused by something like huge pot
holes or over tensioning spokes. If you use quality
spokes (not cheapies) you can use any of the above. It
depends what finish you want. Parkerizing or cad plating
are ok as a plating. Neither are a particularly robust or
long lasting coatings but correct for many Harleys or
Indians.
If you would like advice on any maintenance or club
related issue, feel free to drop us a line or call the wog
or Glen (See the front of the mag for contact details).
Keep the maintenance up, the rubber side down and
ride safely.
Regards
Wayne Elezovich D.A.M. (dumb arse mechanic)
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AGM
Venue: Mean Machines Rudloc Road Morley
Time: 10.am start.
Agenda: General meeting procedure; minutes of
previous meeting (see below); election of Office bearers;
General Business.
N.B. Election of Office Bearers: a survey has been
circulated to ascertain voting preferences from a wider
membership than otherwise would be present on the
day.

Annual General Meeting
Minutes
11 October 2015
Present: Glen McAdam, Mike Tolj, Jeremy Bromley,
Wayne Elezovich, Geo Wood, Audrey Wood, Barry
Pollard, Stefan Hussey, Regina Hussey, Bruce Crystal,
Tanya Mauk, John Johnson, Matthew Powell, Chris
Geilis, Lyndon Joyce, Tim Creighton, Greg Hamilton,
Chris Hamilton, Kevin Badby.
Apologies: Audrey Wood, Andrew Scudds, Rob Veitch,
Brian Smallwood, Alex Wilson.
Ordinary meeting opened: 11.35am at Whiteman Park.
President Mike welcomed all present. He thanked all
members and family for attended the meeting. He
thanked those members who attended rides and
contributed in any capacity to the running of the club
throughout the year. Membership is slowly increasing.
Stefan and Mike will be stepping down from their
positions.
Minutes of September Ordinary Meeting: Taken as
being read. Moved Jeremy, seconded Mike. Passed.
Business arising from Minutes: Nil.
Correspondence In: Nil
Correspondence Out: A first time registration letter to
Stuart. Moved Wayne. Seconded Bruce that the
correspondence be received. Passed.
The ordinary meeting was suspended and the AGM
opened at 11.40am with Mike in the chair.
President’s Report: Mike commented on the good
turnout at this meeting and acknowledged the passing
of Norm Lewis. He acknowledged the input of the
committee members and thanked them for their efforts.
He welcomed new members and encouraged them to
attend rides. Whiteman Park was successful again and
thanks go to those who participated. The Distinguished
Gentleman’s ride was successful as was the Arthur
Grady event. He is looking forward to the November ride
down south taking in the Albany Hill Climb. He extended
congratulations and good wishes to the incoming
committee members.
Vice President’s report: Nil
Secretary’s Report: New members Bruce Johnson from
Brunswick Junction and Shaun Meaney are welcome and
we look forward to them attending events. Thanks are
extended to office bearers and members who organised
events. Congratulations are extended to Mike for his
leadership and efforts in organising events. Thanks go to
wives and families for supporting the club.
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Treasurer’s Report: A 2014/15 balance sheet was
published in the last Flatchat. We have $750 worth of
club T shirts. Concern expressed at the tardy payment of
membership dues. Insurance was up a bit this year. Mike
thanked Jeremy for a job well done.
Ride Coordinator Report: Mike said that it was pleasing
to see a variety of venues and routes this year such as
the Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride as well as static
displays such as the Arthur Grady event. Thanks were
extended to those who organised rides and members
were encouraged to be more actively involved in
proposing suggestions for rides. Thanks go to all for
maintaining bikes and building new ones.
Safety Officer’s Report: Brian is away. Mike said that
members are respecting common sense safety and
maintaining their machines.
Property Officer’ Report: All items accounted for.
Editor’s Report. Glen thanks those who contributed
photos, event write ups and articles. The ride write ups
are well received as well as Q and A. Glen would
gratefully receive interesting articles and topics which
can be published. Mike thanked Glen for his efforts over
the year.
Election of Office Bearers: Mike declared all positions
vacant with Glen to conduct the elections. No proxy
votes had been received.
President: Tim nominated by Mike. Seconded by Glen.
Tim declined.
Matthew Powell nominated by Mike. Seconded by Glen.
Matthew declined.
Wayne Elezovich nominated by Glen. Seconded by Chris.
Wayne accepted.
Unanimous vote. Wayne elected President for 2016.
Vice President: Barry nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Glen. Barry declined.
Lyndon nominated by Mike. Seconded by Glen. Lyndon
declined.
Chris Gielis nominated by Mike Seconded by Glen. Chris
accepted.
Rex nominated by Mike. Seconded by Glen. Rex
accepted. Vote taken. Rex (11 votes) Chris (4 votes) Rex
elected Vice President for 2016.
Secretary: Glen nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Wayne. Glen accepted. Unanimous vote. Glen elected
Secretary for 2016.
Treasurer: Jeremy nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Glen. Jeremy accepted. Unanimous vote. Jeremy elected
Treasurer for 2016.
Editor: Matthew nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Wayne. Matthew declined.
Glen nominated by Mike. Seconded by Wayne. Glen
accepted. Unanimous vote. Glen elected Editor for 2016.
Events/Ride Coordinator: Andrew nominated by Mike.
Seconded by Glen. Andrew had previously said he would
decline a nomination.
Chris Gielis nominated by Mike. Seconded by Glen. Chris
accepted. Unanimous vote. Chris elected events
coordinator 2016.
Safety Officer: Brian nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Glen. Brian had previously said he would accept a
nomination. Unanimous vote. Brian elected Safety
Officer for 2016.
Property Officer: Jim nominated by Mike. Seconded by
Glen. Jim accepted. Unanimous vote. Jim elected
Property Officer for 2016.
Webmaster: Mike nominated by Glen. Seconded by Jim.
Mike accepted. Unanimous vote. Michael elected
webmaster for 2016.
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Committee members: The following had indicated their
willingness to be Committee members- Barry Pollard,
Rob Veitch, Lyndon Joyce. All in agreement. All elected
Committee Members for 2016.
AGM meeting closed at 11.55am
Ordinary meeting resumed with Wayne in the chair.
Wayne welcomed everyone and thanked them for their
trust in him but he would have preferred someone else
to take the helm for a while. He congratulated all
incoming office bearers and thanked those who had
served in official positions during the past twelve
months. He encouraged members to be proactive and
work with the events coordinator to plan rides and not
leave it all up to Chris. He thanked all those who were in
attendance today and contributed to the club in
whatever capacity.
General Business.
Clubs will need to adopt the new Model Rules as
proposed by the Department of Commerce or otherwise
draft their own rules but reflect the headings in the
Model Rules. Glen is undertaking a review of our current
Constitution ( soon to be known as the Model Rules for
Associations). He proposes that the quorum for
meetings be reduced from 10 to 4 with two of those
being elected positions. It was moved by Wayne and
seconded by Bruce that this change be adopted and was
passed.
Wayne suggested that the Committee meeting dates
be changed from monthly to quarterly. Discussion
followed whereby Committee members said that they
thought monthly meetings were preferred for a variety
of reasons. Glen pointed out that the Model Rules say
that the management Committee must meet monthly.
Glen will make available the Model Rules to the general
membership and Committee to discuss and propose
changes ready for the membership as a whole to vote
on at the next AGM.
Mark Urry has been accepted as a member.
Membership fees are due. Electronic transfer is
preferred.
Norm Lewis was awarded Life Membership
posthumously.
Meeting Closed 12.03pm. Next ordinary meeting:
Wayne’s place 17 November

Club Cloth Badges
For Sale $5
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